Inflammatory Pseudotumor of the Spleen: A Case Report
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Abstract

An inflammatory pseudotumor of the spleen is a rare benign disease with unknown etiology which requires a differentiation from the lymphoproliferative lesion of the spleen. A clinical presentation, preoperative imaging does not help to establish the diagnosis or rule out malignant potential, so the only diagnostic and therapeutic option is splenectomy along with histopathological and immunohistochemical analysis. We report a case with review of the literature.
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Introduction

Inflammatory pseudotumor is a benign disorder mainly occurs in respiratory system, liver, central nervous system and gastrointestinal tract. Spleen is a rare organ of presentation with only ~75 cases reported till date. It's a benign disorder of unknown origin presents as a reactive, inflammatory lesion within the organ and usually not diagnosed preoperatively. We present a case of splenomegaly with pyrexia of unknown origin.

Case Report

A 24 year female from Bihar, India referred to our department with history of pain in left hypochondrium for the past six months and pyrexia of unknown origin for the last one month. The pain was mild to moderate, continuous, dull aching not associated with vomiting, altered bowel habits and not requiring injectable analgesia. The fever was low grade not associated with chills or night sweats responding to antipyretics. Patient did not have anorexia or weight loss. On examination-no pallor, no peripheral lymphadenopathy. A non-tender moderate splenomegaly, no hepatomegaly, no free fluid in peritoneal cavity. Hemogram showed Hb: 9.6 g%, Total leukocyte count 4500/ cmm, Platelet count 1.05 lac/cmm. Ultrasonography abdomen: splenomegaly with 7 x 7 x 8 cm heteroechoic space occupying lesion in the lower pole with calcifications and central hypo echoic component s/o necrosis. Multiple gall stones present. CECT abdomen showed a 10 x 7 cm mass with lobulated outline, hyperdense in non-contrast films with central hypo dense component. On contrast enhanced film central hypodense component with peripheral lobulated heterogeneous enhancing mass lesion seen (Figure 1).

With no evidence of systemic involvement patient underwent a splenectomy with cholecystectomy as diagnostic and therapeutic measure. The histopathological examination revealed inflammatory pseudotumor of spleen.

The surgical specimen of spleen measuring 16 x 11 x 5.5 cm with unremarkable outer surface. Cut surface showed a circumscribed lesion of 8 x 6.5 cm grossly reaching up to capsule. The cut surface of the lesion was nodular, yellowish to grayish appearance with central stellate scar (Figure 2).
Inflammatory pseudotumor of the spleen is a rare, benign lesion of unknown etiology most commonly present in respiratory system and very rare in spleen. It also found in liver, spinal cord, orbit, digestive system, heart, soft tissue. It has been first described by Contelingam and Jaffe in 1984 and only 75 cases reported till date.

Clinical presentation varies from incidental to nonspecific symptoms (abdominal pain, fever etc.). Our patient presented with PUO and abdominal pain, she initially investigated for malaria, kala azar unremarkable, usg abdomen showed a heteroechoiec lesion in lower half of spleen and evaluated by CECT. Plain films showed lobulated well demarcated mass in lower half of spleen with central hypo density and peripheral calcification with hypodense lesion. On late contrast enhanced films showed delay enhancement of peripheral lesion with persistent central hypo density-s/o necrosis MRI was not done but it can show hypo dense or is intense images on T1 films and enhancement on T2 images. Differentiation from malignant splenic lesion like lymphoma is not possible by preoperative images only. IPT is usually single but multiple lesions also have been reported.

Gross pathological features showed a circumscribed lesion of 8 × 6.5 cm grossly reaching up to capsule. The cut surface of the lesion was nodular, yellowish to grayish appearance with central stellate scar. Ultra structurally tumor consisted of plasma cells, lymphocytes, histiocytosis and fibroblasts with abundant collagen. Immunohistochemistry stains documented that the spindle cells were positive for vimentin. The most common feature with IPT is spindle cell proliferation admixed with inflammatory cells, mostly plasma cells and lymphocytes as seen in our case also. Hemosiderine deposits and calcification is also not unusual.

The pathogenesis of this tumor is not clear. An aberrant or exaggerated response to tissue injury without an established cause has generally been favored as the pathogenesis of the inflammatory pseudotumor or IMT. Epstein-Barr virus infection and Clonal origin of tumor is showed with e/o aberration of chromosome 2p23, not evaluated in our case. Many synonyms, such as inflammatory myofibroblastic tumor (IMT), plasma cell granuloma and inflammatory myofibroblastoma have been described. Follicular dendritic cell tumor is an extremely rare malignant neoplasm with microscopic features similar to IPT. It does show positivity for CD 35 with atypia and severe mitosis which is not present here.

Splenectomy remains the diagnostic and therapeutic procedure. Laparoscopic approach is feasible only if preoperative diagnosis of IPT is confirmed which is reported in only one case report. Splenectomy is curative and no recurrence or adjuvant treatment require for the same. Post-operative course remained uneventful.

She continued to have followed up with complete recovery and no constitutional symptoms till date (Follow up four months).

Discussion

Inflammatory pseudotumor (IPT) is a rare, benign lesion of unknown etiology most commonly present in respiratory system and very rare in spleen. It also found in liver, spinal cord, orbit, digestive system, heart, soft tissue. It has been first described by Contelingam and Jaffe in 1984 and only 75 cases reported till date.

Clinical presentation varies from incidental to nonspecific symptoms (abdominal pain, fever etc.). Our patient presented with PUO and abdominal pain, she initially investigated for malaria, kala azar unremarkable, usg abdomen showed a heteroechoiec lesion in lower half of spleen and evaluated by CECT. Plain films showed lobulated well demarcated mass in lower half of spleen with central hypo density and peripheral calcification with hypodense lesion. On late contrast enhanced films showed delay enhancement of peripheral lesion with persistent central hypo density-s/o necrosis MRI was not done but it can show hypo dense or is intense images on T1 films and enhancement on T2 images. Differentiation from malignant splenic lesion like lymphoma is not possible by preoperative images only. IPT is usually single but multiple lesions also have been reported.

Gross pathological features showed a circumscribed lesion of 8 × 6.5 cm grossly reaching up to capsule. The cut surface of the lesion was nodular, yellowish to grayish appearance with central stellate scar. Ultra structurally tumor consisted of plasma cells, lymphocytes, histiocytosis and fibroblasts with abundant collagen. Immunohistochemistry stains documented that the spindle cells were positive for vimentin. The most common feature with IPT is spindle cell proliferation admixed with inflammatory cells, mostly plasma cells and lymphocytes as seen in our case also. Hemosiderine deposits and calcification is also not unusual.

The pathogenesis of this tumor is not clear. An aberrant or exaggerated response to tissue injury without an established cause has generally been favored as the pathogenesis of the inflammatory pseudotumor or IMT. Epstein-Barr virus infection and Clonal origin of tumor is showed with e/o aberration of chromosome 2p23, not evaluated in our case. Many synonyms, such as inflammatory myofibroblastic tumor (IMT), plasma cell granuloma and inflammatory myofibroblastoma have been described. Follicular dendritic cell tumor is an extremely rare malignant neoplasm with microscopic features similar to IPT. It does show positivity for CD 35 with atypia and severe mitosis which is not present here.

Splenectomy remains the diagnostic and therapeutic procedure. Laparoscopic approach is feasible only if preoperative diagnosis of IPT is confirmed which is reported in only one case report. Splenectomy is curative and no recurrence or adjuvant treatment require for the same. Post-operative course remained uneventful.

Conclusion

Inflammatory pseudotumor of spleen is rare benign lesion difficult to differentiate preoperatively from other malignant lesion and splenectomy is the diagnostic and therapeutic aid to it.

Post-surgery course was uneventful and patient was discharged on 4th day.
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